
Question Response

B Hariharan

Is there a specific reason as to why you
ordered from Artha, Kama, Dharma and
Moksha instead Dharma, Artha, Kama and
Moksha?

explained during session, for majority of human beings, artha
is most basic, kama is next, and so on

Iyengar Sheshadri what is Dharma really mean

I find that even though I am a human being, my initial stages
of life are certainly not under my control. It is supposed to be
determined by dharma. The dharma that I acquire now will
not only help me in this janma, my dharma will help me in the
initial few years of my next janma also. By providing good
parentage, good environment, good food, good clothing, good
shelter, good values, everything good in the next janma – is
also contributed by dharma.
So a child‟s life is heavily determined by the invisible wealth
called good luck.we call it dharma.
Dharma can be earned through many ways. Good deeds,
rituals etc. We will study about these.

Iyengar Sheshadri meaning of Sanatana dharma
Entire vedic parampara/hindu traditions/culture all
encompassing….

Iyengar Sheshadri
please could you post various Samskrita
slokas that you referred. thanks.

The shlokas will be available in the presentation which will be
uploaded in the portal. 

Kalyandurg Raj

apasthambha sutra... is it only there in yajus
shaka, or is there an apasthamba sutra in
each of the other vedas as well? out of scope

Kumar Sunil
What is the difference between Dharma in
Hinduism and Dhamma in Buddhism?

Whatever exposure I have, I know they are very different.
Have clarified Dharma in an earlier question. Please refer.
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Kumar Sunil

What do you think of criticism of Adi
Shankaracharya by some personalist astika
schools as a Buddhist in disguise? clarified during the session. 

Kumar Sunil

Why does Lord Krishna exalt the Sama Veda
above all in the Bhagavad Gita? A verse in
which he says - of the Vedas, I am the Sama
Veda

In chapter 10, Lord Krishna talks about all his vibhutis, sama
veda being one, perhaps its because it's musical among the
vedas. Also, singing is more involved than mere recitation.

Kumar Sunil
How many Aranayakas exist and what is their
relative importance in the Vedic canon? out of scope

M Naidu
Does all major 10 upanishads come under
advaita ? yes

MEENAKSHISU
NDARAM

M
SIVASUBRAMANI
AM Is there any prerequisite to study advaita

Not really, except shraddha in the scriptures. Once you go
through this course, you will have a good idea of how to go
about it in a systematic manner.

Mahadevan R.
Is Dharma static with respect to time or is it
dynamic with respect to time? discussed already, it will change all the time.

Menon Nandakumar what is preya
Preya: refers to dharma, artha, kama purusharthas
collectively.

Menon Nandakumar
you defined kama as luxury. but kama is a
necessity no?

under Kama, luxury related acquisitions, entertainment etc
are grouped, they come once the basic needs are fulfilled

Nagarajan LS how is saranagadhi different from sreyas
We will discuss this in the later sessions, on Moksha, bhakti
yoga etc

Nagarajan LS
could you also throw some light on detached
attachment. will be discussing this in Karma yoga, bhakti yoga sessions

Nagarajan LS In Kaliyuga, is apoursheyam possible.
We already have shruti (vedas) in the form of apaurusheya
vishaya



Nagarajan LS
how sampradayam is different from sanatana
dharma

I do not understand what sampradayam you are referring to?
Vishishtadvaita related? Then it is out of scope.

Nair Sujith upanishad comes under Smrti ? no, it comes under shruti
Narayanan Seetha Can you please explain more on PreyaH Preyah refers to the first 3 purusharthas.

Rampura Kumar
Does ir mean one does not have to die to gain
moksha?

will be discussed and clarified by the time we get into moksha
topic.

Rampura Kumar
Moksha can be gained when we are alive if we
are neutral to dharma artha kama

will be discussed and clarified by the time we get into moksha
topic.

Rampura Kumar
Which Shastram does Vishnu sahasra nama
belong to? to Mahabharata, which is itihasa

Rampura Kumar Which Shastram does Bagavad Gita belong to? to Mahabharata, which is itihasa

Renganathan Suresh

Thanks for your time and effort. Can you
please put in the meaning of "Purnamadah"
prayer? Thanks

It is extremely confusing to a beginner, will check if I can put it
in the last session.

S Geethanjali
Kindly stick to topics discussed for the day in
the questionaire session. sure, will do

Vas Andre
Does relationship with partner "interfere" with
puruṣārtha of mokṣa?

We will be studying the infrastructure requirements for
achieving purusharthas in the next class. This will get clarified
then.

Visweswara Udaya
should artha and karma be contained within
dharma and moksha? No they are 4 different goals having different results.



Visweswara Udaya
Can you please reiterate the
originators/proponents of 6 Astika darshanas?

The first one is the sāṅkhya darśanam of kapila muni . The
second one is yoga darśanam of patañjali. The third one is
nyāya darśanam of gautama . The fourth one is vaiśeṣika
darśanam of kaṇāda. pũrva mĩmāṃsa darśanam is the fifth
one by jaimini ṛṣi.  uttara mĩmāṃsa darśanam of vyāsācāryā. -
 these are the six āstika darśanams.

Visweswara Udaya
any particular reason for the order of veda -
Samhita, Brahmana, Aryanaka, Upanishad?

it is just organised this way, perhaps upanisads are placed at
the end since we come to it during the later stages of life.

krishnamurthy kalivaradhan
Moksha - should itncome only at trhe end of
human life Class on Moksha will clarify this

krishnamurthy kalivaradhan Atharva or Atharvana vewda? both are accepted

krishnamurthy kalivaradhan
Some upanishads may appear in
Brahmana/Aranyaka part also? they appear at the end

krishnamurthy kalivaradhan
Why Manu smruti is given more importance
than others? 

Not given importance these days, it used to function like the
constitution and hence was very popular and known to one
and all.

krishnamurthy kalivaradhan

What then is the difference between Vaartikam
and Bhashyam if both are extensive
commentaries?              Bhashyam is in prose form, Vartikam in poetry form

nadig shobha What is the meaning of the word Itihaasa?  history

rama ravi
Why is Dharma not considered on part with
Moksha. Isn't also a noble aspiration

We will learn about it in Karma yoga, bhakti yoga, upasana yoga
and jnana yoga classes

rama ravi
any correlation between the 4 ashramas and
the 4 arthas will discuss in next class



rama ravi

while the first 3 arthas can be ongoing
throughout life, the Moksha is only at the end,
right. so how can we pursue that mid-stream
itself Will get clarified after the class on Moksha.

rama ravi
Moksham ,Mukthi, Siddhi, Samadhi - are they
all same discussed in class, Will get clarified after the class on Moksha.

rama ravi

when you say thre aer multiple upanishads for
vedas, in what order they appear at the end of
those vedas it depends, no particular pattern. 


